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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Dr. John Muckelbauer
Associate Professor, English Department
University of South Carolina

John Muckelbauer is an Associate Professor in the English Department who works at the intersection of rhetorical theory and continental philosophy. His first book, "The Future of Invention," examined the concepts and practices associated with rhetorical invention from an "affirmative" (non-dialectical) perspective. He is currently writing a book on Style in Nietzsche, Derrida, and Deleuze.

His Keynote: "On Not Speaking: Nietzsche's Silence"
All Panels will meet in Russell House, Room 305

9:00 – 9:45 Registration and Breakfast

9:45 – 10:00 Opening Remarks by LLC Graduate Student Association and Department Chair Dr. Nicholas Vazsonyi

10:15 – 11:30 Panel 1: Rethinking National Identity: Silence, Language, Multiculturalism and Memory in France and Spain

Moderated by: Rima Sadek

- Johanna Montlouis-Gabriel, University of Georgia. “French and its Other: the Conflicted Literary Space in Maryse Condé’s Le Coeur à rire et à pleurer and Assia Djebar’s L’Amour la fantasia”
- Iona Wynter Parks, University of Georgia. “Quiet Power in Marie Ndiaye’s Trois femmes puissantes”
- Jinmei Chen, University of South Carolina. “Memory as an Act of Counter-silence. Re-reading Ramón J. Sender’s El Lugar de un hombre”

11:45 – 1:15 Panel 2: Violation and Resistance: Violence and Silence during Times of Conflict

Moderated by: Irina Meier

- Laura Garrison, University of Georgia. “Violation, Silence and the ‘Other’ in Morante and Maraini”
- Sina Mansouri-Zeyni, University of South Carolina. “Lyotard and the Voice of Silence”
- Manar Shabouk, University of South Carolina. “The Poet who Carries Jasmine to Her Grave”

1:30 – 2:45 Lunch on your own

3:00 – 4:30 Panel 3: Silence in Film, Theatre, the Graphic Novel, and the Classroom:

Moderated by: Hugo Pascual Bordón
• Lisa Bailey, University of South Carolina. “A Pedagogy of Silence: How Environmental Silence Affects Invention in the Composition Classroom”
• Travis L. Wagner, University of South Carolina. “The Queer Potentiality of Silence: Sound and Identity in Newsreel Drag Show Recordings”
• Maria-Josee Mendez, University of South Carolina. “Obstacles to Silence: An Analysis of Art Spiegelman’s *Maus*”
• Ashley Gomez, University of South Carolina. “Still Waters: Silence in Shakespeare’s Tragedies”

5:00 – 6:00 Keynote Speaker

Dr. John Muckelbauer, University of South Carolina. "On Not Speaking: Nietzsche's Silence"

6:00 – 7:30 Ben García’s Musical Interlude, “Silence” and Reception